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It’s been an interesting week.  This is the second clinic which was billed as a summary.... But 
most work online (which is exhausting)
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Two main topics:  Radio for locomotives (as opposed to throttles and control panels) and 
some very-large layout work.  But before that, do a quick introduction...
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Not sure what MMR requires, but it’s at closer to the first one.
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From 1954; 2004 ref; FORTRAN. Computers got smaller, but that’s not the only thing that 
changed. I’m old enough to remember 70‘s when it was immensely cool to have a terminal in 
somebody’s house for playing games.  This was a _dumb_ terminal! Commanded at the level 
of single characters. Note wheel, original pic is a hoax, actually controls for a sub at 
Smithsonian
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Now the computer is there. But it gets it’s power from the ability to talk to lots of others. 
That requires protocols, complex but seems simple to user.
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Same thing is true of communications.  We didn’t just perfect POTS, we used the intelligence 
that’s available.  (If Peter Ely here, reference him & call forwarding, tracking, etc) (1970 patent 
by Amos Joel)
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Not just commands, protocols. Yes, they take more time, more engineering, but they’re 
transparent to you.
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Part of those protocols is addressing. What if a guest arrives with the wrong number?
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Better yet, what if hundreds of guests show up?
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Protocols allow communication (though debate today about timing of some of the algorithms 
for 4000+ nodes). Connections between modular groups.
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Need to make this problem go away.
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Large numbers and delegated allocation.
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Even works for smaller cases, like growing a club
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or even building something on your workbench & then carrying to railroad.


